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Walking Guide adapted from resources at soulplay.ca 



INSTRUCTIONS 

GETTING STARTED 

The instructions are simple: 

• Get your shoes on. 

• Pre-read the meditation so you are ready. 

• Start walking! 

• Share your experience. 

Tips for getting the most out of this experience: 

• Feel free to walking on your own, or with your household.  If walking isn’t an option, 

consider sitting outside for a prolonged time.   

• Choose a time to experience this Alternate Worship, it might be during our normal 

church hour, but it doesn’t have to be!  

• You can walk anywhere you feel comfortable. Consider a new trail! 

• How long do you have to walk? The longer you have the more you’ll be able to enjoy 

this guided reflection. Aim for at least thirty minutes... or take the whole day! An hour is 

ideal! 

• Pack accordingly. Don’t forget your water! Plan to pick up garbage as you go...bring a 

bag. 

• Read the short, simple instructions before you begin walking. Feel free to print them out 

to carry with you, or have them stored on your smartphone for quick reference. 

• Consider turning off your device while you walk, and only turn it on if needed. Creating 

as much of a tech-free, uninterrupted space is best. 

AFTER YOUR WALK 

• Once you have completed your walk, you can do any of the following: 
• Jot down your thoughts, and answer some of the “Post-Walking Reflection Questions” 

to continue processing your experience. 

• Draw a picture, or write a poem, prayer, or a song that captures your walk with God. 

• Find a song and play it as a way to end your reflection and retreat experience. 

• If you walked with someone, take time to share your observations together. 

• Consider writing a brief reflection to Pastor Steve or Catherine for sharing with the 

church. 

 

 



THE TREES WILL CLAP 

WALKING WORSHIP EXPERIENCE 

In effort to be radically present to the season of your soul, take time to be radically present to 

the season you're in, noticing that God is present in every step. 

INSTRUCTIONS 

Begin by reading this passage from Isaiah and allow it to frame your thoughts as you walk.  

“You will go out in joy and be led forth in peace; 

the mountains and hills will burst into song before you, 

and all the trees of the field will clap their hands. 

Instead of the thornbush will grow the juniper, 

and instead of briers the myrtle will grow. 

This will be for the LORD’s renown, for an everlasting sign, that will endure forever.” 

-Isaiah 55:12-13 

As you walk, see if you can be present and really notice the vitality, vibrancy, and richness of 

nature around you. Don’t rush through. Really take your time with each element on the list.  

SPRING 

• The smell of dirt. What words would you use to describe it? 

• The bird’s singing. Do you know the difference between a robin and a blue jay? What do 

you think they are saying?  

• The heat of the sun. Even if it’s cold out, can you notice the quality of heat and light 

from the sun at this time of year? Let it sink into your bones. 

• Rushing/moving water. Is there a lake or stream or creek that is flowing? What does it 

sound like? Take some time to really listen. How does it make you feel? 

• Colour. Can you notice any burst of colour with flowers or the greening of leaves? 

Notice the contrast between the last few months of winter, and also imagine what is to 

come. 

• Squirrels and rabbits and other animals. Have you seen any? Are they a bit “friskier” 

than normal? 

• Flowers. Are there any early-spring flowers popping? If you can find some, get real 

close...lower yourself to the ground and see them at eye-level. Do They have a smell?  

• Buds on bushes & trees. Notice how some trees have buds and some trees don’t. How 

are the buds different from bush to bush and tree to tree. Take time to reflect on what’s 

going on inside those buds. 



THE TREES WILL CLAP 

CONTINUED… 

• Collect any garbage you see along the walk, and pay attention to how you feel as you 

do this work. 

• Bring back 3 stones/sticks with you. Any size will do. When you return home, take some 

time to sit with those 3 stones.  

• Each stone/stick will represent something you experienced on your hike that brought 

you the most hope, joy, awe, and delight, particularly how you were inspired to "shout 

with joy and clap your hands"! 

• Place them by a candle, or put them in a place where you’ll be reminded of the simple 

gifts and the hope of this season. 

• Finally, take some time to consider what season your soul is in right now, and what God 

wants to show you about that from your walk. 
 

BENEDICTION | A.S. Compton has written a poem in response to our season of hope.  

Read this poem prayerfully as a close to your alternative worship experience.   

“I was particularly struck by Amanda's comment during worship that far more seeds 

germinated in the Gathering Church planter than she expected, so much so that it needs 

to be thinned. I've experienced the same thing this past month or so as I've started 

planting tomatoes, peppers, and sunflowers for this growing season. I'm not sure if our 

expectations are so low that new life itself is shocking. Or perhaps it's God's reminder to 

us as we are sinking in pandemic fatigue that this time is not fruitless.” A. S. Compton.

A year of barrenness 

of news crawling with darkness, 
of loss, of suffering and death, 
of separation, division, feuds, 
of houseplants dying for lack of sunlight, 
of children crying. 

Insignificant seeds, dry and small, 
planted in disillusionment and detachment, a 
hopeless folly for passing stale time. 
Yet, planted still. 

Soiled, old snow under grey skies of  
endless rain and drear, and when the sun  
managed to pierce thick clouds all we saw  
was mud, slush, and mess, not fertile bed 
of hope. 

 

Crawling from darkness 
inexplicably, here burst tiny spots of 
green, of coming forth, of new 
and unexpected, of fragile strength. 
Enmeshed, entwined, steady faith  
in the light. 

Childlike wonder in miraculous  
germination after the long 
wait; each seed pushed through  
dark earth, cold rain, muddied soil,  
a pace their own, found light,  
stretched up for sun to 
kiss newborn leaf. 

 

by A. S. Compton 
 


